
Brett has been a vital part of TCG’s Grocery Retail talent team since 2001, but his 
connection with the grocery industry goes back even further. Not only did his family 
own a small-town grocery store, but his grandmother worked as a union meat-wrapper 
for much of her life. With grocery in his blood, it’s no wonder that Brett excels in 
discovering top talent in the grocery, supercenter, and convenience sectors of the retail 
industry.

Brett holds a CSAM designation and is a recognized leader, consistently ranked at the 
top of the recruiting profession. He is committed to demonstrating the highest ethical 
standards, to pursuing continuous professional development, and to delivering quality 
customer service.

Brett takes a consultative approach in order to provide a customized search solution to 
fulfill each of his clients’ needs; filling positions both vertically and horizontally from 
single-owner stores to multi-billion dollar corporations.

Brett Myers, CSAM® 
Managing Director, Grocery Retail/Wholesale 

717-207-8786 | BCM@TCGrecruit.com

www.tcgrecruit.com

+ Over 4300 completed engagements with over 725 of 
    them being “C” Suite & Executive Leadership Positions

+ Traditionally, qualified candidates submitted in 3-4 
    weeks; with a 4:1 candidate to placement ratio

+ 97% candidate retention ratio on all placed candidates

+ Forbes America’s Best Executive Recruiting Firm in 
    2018 and 2019

TCG Accolades Recently Completed Search Projects
+ Banner President
+ VP, Store Operations
+ VP, Supply Chain Systems
+ Corporate Director of Logistics
+ Director of Store Planning
+ GM, Co-op Operations
+ Fresh Foods Category Mgr.
+ Dir. of Produce Merchandising
+ Center-store Category Mgr.

Intelligent Services
+ Comprehensive Consulting
+ Market Research Services
+ Emotional Intelligence (EQ-i)
+ Predictive Performance Profiling
+ Skill Assessment
+ Background Screening Services
+ Internet Resource Services
+ Relocation Services

The Carlisle Group (TCG) possesses the unique ability to put our clients’ needs first, offer choices, define  
workable processes and communicate honestly. This philosophy is reflected in every tool, strategy,  

and service we offer to ensure exceptional results!

TCG’s Food Practice Team Accolades
+ 5-time MRI Search Consultant Top-10 Team
+ 3-time MRI Global Top-10
+ 3-time MRI Global Top 1% Search Consultant
+ #2 Producing Group in MRI Global for the Decade 
    (1999-2009) out of 3,500 Search Consultants
+ Over $17 Million in Revenue from Successful 
    Placements and Project Work


